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Richard Feynman (May 11, 1918 - Feb 15, 1988) was already an accomplished theorist when hired
by Caltech in 1961 to teach an introductory physics course. He soon distinguished himself as an
enchanter of the classroom, deservedly monikered The Great Explainer. On his blackboard he wrote
“If I cannot create it, I do not understand it,”
where it remained for eight years. His lectures went on to become cultural classics, blending brilliant
yet accessible explanations of scientific principles with poignant meditations on life’s most profound
questions – eventually collected and made publically available as “Feynman Lectures on Physics”
Among the most beautiful and inspiriting, the third lecture “Relation of Physics to Other Sciences”
In this eloquent portrayal of cosmic connectedness found in Vol I, ¶ 3-10, he leaves in a single
paragraph, an indispensable message for future generations: A poet once said:
“The whole universe is in a glass of wine.” We will probably never know in what
sense he said that, for poets do not write to be understood. But it is true that if we
look in the glass of wine closely enough we see the entire universe. There are the
things of physics: the twisting liquid which evaporates depending on the wind and
weather, the reflections in the glass, and our imagination adds the atoms. The glass
is a distillation of the earth’s rocks and in its composition we see the secrets of the
universe’s age and the evolution of the stars. What strange array of chemicals are in
the wine? How did they come to be? There are the ferments, the enzymes, the
substrates, and the products. There in wine is found the great generalization: all life
is fermentation. Nobody can discover the chemistry of wine without discovering the
cause of much disease. How vivid is the claret, pressing its existence into the
consciousness that watches it! If our small minds, for some convenience, divide the
glass of wine – this universe, into parts – physics, biology, geology, astronomy, and
so on – remembering that nature does not know it! So let us put it all back together,
not forgetting ultimately what it is for. Let us give one more final pleasure: drink it
and forget it all!
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Introductory Remarks
The universe is constructed along simple lines, comprehensible to some extent
by even the most untrained minds. Natures recurring patterns are repeated over and
again. How is it, rhetoricalizes Richard Feynman, that the equations describing such
different physical phenomena are so similar? “We might say it is the underlying unity
of nature. But what does that mean.... what one thing is there that is common ....it is
the space, the framework into which the physics is put .”
Spatiotemporal abstractions determine both the mannerisms of matter as well
as the influence of physically separated objects upon one another. The key to
“gravity” and “inertia” is not to be found within the composition of matter, but in the
remoteness of space. The discovery of the “expanding universe” sayeth Arthur
Eddington, “crowns the edifice of physical science like a lofty pinnacle.”
Big “G” (commonly known as Newton’s Gravitational constant, but factually,
neither constant nor known in Newton’s time), reveals alas, as the expansion agent
upon which both gravity and inertia educe. That G can be derived from Friedmann’s
equations, should come as sobering surprise to the constabulary, having long extolled
G as a fine tuned fundament of nature. Gravity, Inertia and Expansion, are causally
connected within the dimensionality of G. The part played by expansion in the
creation of gravity is indispensably implicated with the function of gravity in the
instantiation of inertial reaction. Gravity, inertia, expansion, are eternally Immanent.
While reader familiarity with algebraic methods is presumed, much of this
work can be understood by those qualified only with a desire to pursue the ultimate
mysteries of cosmogony. Taking Einstein’s view of nature “as the realization of the
simplest conceivable mathematical ideas,” we proceed by an outre path to discover
a hitherto overlooked functionality, which if validated, will to some degree, require
a rewrite of the cosmic manuscript. For those who dare to taste of this:
New Wine From Old Bottles,
the words of John Wheeler, may yet be found apropos:
“When we finally grasp it,
we will all say to each other:
How could it have been otherwise?”
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NEW WINE FROM OLD BOTTLES
Modeling the past from the present
Musings on the Beginning
From the essence of nothing to the complexity of Life. The predicate for a beginning lies hidden
within a yet to be comprehended infinitude where all things are possible unless causally precluded.
Hope of finding initial conditions leading to the present state of the universe, must be gleaned from
our backward light cone. Photons arriving on the mirrors of telescopes are our only window to the
past. The best estimate of Hubble energy is zero -- taken herein as cogent reason to embrace ex nihilo
creation as a self synergistic state of eternal expansion. From Friedmann’s 2nd equation:

&& = − 4πG  ρu + 3P  R + ΛR
R

3
c 2 

(i-1)

Assuming pressure P is small and can be ignored as Friedman did, then w/o the cosmological
constant (i-1) becomes

G=−

&&
R
4πRρU

(i-2)

When spatial pressure P is negative and equal to Hubble energy density ρUc2/3, and the cosmological
constant Lambda has the value ΛR/3 determined by Einstein to balance has static universe, then after
substituting c/R for the Hubble term H:

c2
2
&&
R=H R=
R

(i-3)

Ostensible, (i-3) depicts as an accelerating universe. Although Hubble volume is accelerating, R is
increasing, ergo radial dilation remains constant. From Newton’s formulation for gravity, the g field
for a uniform density Hubble sphere is:

M U G Rc 2 M U c 2
g=
=
x
=
MU R 2
R
R2

(i-4)

where c/R has been substituted for H and MU/Vol for ρU. This is the effective radial rate of Hubble
dilation that gives rise to the cosmo-dynamic properties of space. Experienced locally as the negative
pressure gravitational background field responsible for the emergence of ‘g’ fields of masses, it is
at once, also the conveyor of instant inertial reaction.
Presumptively, Genesis begins with zero energy and empty expanding space. The question arises
as to whether there is a detectable difference between “nothing” at rest vs “nothing” in motion.”
Does expanding space have a reality of its own as Einstein suspicioned?
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How might expansion of empty space be detected ? Taking c2/R as Hubble radial dilation (that
measured in a direction parallel to the outward normal at any point on the Hubble surface), then R
is —> zero in the beginning, thence expansion will be abrupt. If the Hubble time is T, then

c2
c2 R
R = ∫ t ⋅ dt = ∫
⋅ dt = ∫ c ⋅ dt = R
R
R
c
T
T
T

c 2 dt
c2
v = ∫ a dt = ∫
dt = ∫
= c (i-5)
R
c
dt
T
T
T= 0

Hubble scale grows at the speed of light ‘c.’ Retro application of c2/R expansion per (i-4) derived
from G, corresponds to vacuity dilation at the velocity of light. The universe must producer negative
and positive energy at an ever increasing rate to sustain itself as a dynamic organic. If the cosmos
is powered by expansion, then if expansion sustains negative pressure, the feedback is positive.
Theory founded upon creation of positive energy from expanding negative pressure is called
inflation. As applied herein, inflation is moderated by a self creating algorithm. In the beginning,
there are two forms of pressure energy. Within the imaginary confines of the expanding void there
is both positive containment pressure and negative pressure created by expansion.
E = -3PV = -3P[MU/ρU]

(i-6)

From (i-1), for net zero energy -3P = ρUc2, hence (i-6) becomes:

M 
E = −3PV = ρU c 2  U  = + M U c 2
 ρU 

(i-7)

Per (i-7), for the null energy universe, negative stress energy [3PV] in the expanding volume V
equals positive MUc2 energy of Hubble mass. Negative pressure is a maximum at the instant T = 0,
but total energy is always balanced to zero.1 There is initially a large positive and negative pressure
but a small volume.2

1

Pressure energy takes into account containment stress, even though there are no barriers in free space.

2

Reasoning that an expanding positive pressure loses positive energy, William McCrea proposed
expanding negative pressure would create positive energy. The idea was later adopted as bases for the inflationary
theory of mass in the eagerly universe.
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Ancient, New and Novel Ideas on Space, Mass, Inertia and Gravity
1) Inertia is an intrinsic property of mass-energy. There is no way of explaining inertia
2) Newton’s Solution: Inertia is the result of “Absolute Space” ...“in its own nature, without
relation to anything else.”
3) Mach’s Principle: The inertial property of each individual mass is the result of all other
mass energy scattered throughout the universe.
4) Einstein’s Medium: Inertial Reactance is the result of a yet to be discovered
“acceleration opposing aether”
5) Dennis Sciama’s Theory: Inertia explained as acceleration of distant rotational mass
6) Cosmodynamic Reactance: Subliminal scalar density impedance imposed by the large
scale gravitational structure of the Hubble
BACKGROUND STRESS
Global gravity begets local inertia – local inertia(s) begets global gravity. To find the cause
of the weakest force, we look to the largest structures. Contrary to the successes of reductionism at
the atomic level, gravity and inertia unmasked only when interrogated on the cosmic scale.
In the cosmodynamic picture, spatial divergence refashions as negative pressure gravitational
tension. A subliminal aspect of expansion created negative pressure, the background impedance will
be considered a plurality of infinite parallel planes each having area density σn. An accelerated body
experiences the Hubble either as the two faces of two opposite hemispheres or as a plurality of
parallel planes σn orthogonal to the instantaneous direction of acceleration.
Split hemispheres, whether further divided or not, create the same gravity field (which is z
to the faces of the hemispheres ergo, field lines are parallel, the gravitational tension force between
hemispherical faces will be independent of the separation distance between the hemispheres. An inbetween mass will experience twice the tension even though closer to one plane than the other.
Gravitational g stress created by oppositely facing Hubble hemispheres (or if one prefers, a
pair of infinite area planes or a laminate of infinite area planes), will be experienced as antiparallel
to any directional acceleration orthogonal thereto. Ambient negative pressure is a scalar field, there
being no need to imagine the Hubble sliced into hemispheres or parallel planes. Inertia is regarded
as a non-project-able property of mass. Einstein was unable to justify the hypothesized conditioning
of spacetime by inertial mass, it remains today as an unfulfilled prognostication of the GR.
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. Contrasting Size

The universe is mostly empty space. Hubble mass MU, even if optimally distributed as fully
homogenized volume, is unable to effect the slightest modicum of inertial opposition. Resistance
to accelerated motion is ubiquitous and instantaneous, ergo it must be anchored to the universe and
cosmologically sourced -- yet somehow hidden within the large scale geometry. First noticed as a
curious coincidence, volume to surface transformation of MU (estimated) will effect as shell density:

MU
1.5 x10 53 kg
one kg
σS =
≈
≈
2
26
2
4πR
4π [11
. x 10 m]
meter 2

(i-8)

Whether viewed as laminae or hemispherical halves, the gravitational stress tension in the
gap, will be doubled (not cancelled), by the presence of the other hemisphere (whether or not the
faces are physically separated). Pressure at a Hubble center (which is everywhere), is correctly
predicted irrespective of how the hemispheres are considered (plurality of large parallel planes or
as a single slab or hemispherical slab). The inertial presence of the universe is communicated by the
tension stress produced by the opposing gravity fields.
Masses do not create gravity by themselves. Total g* field Flux created by a mass M is a
cosmological result of the 4πG factor per Gauss’s law:
g* = – 4(pi)G x M

(i-9)

The collective action of a large number of parallel planes sliced from a universe (having large scale
homogeneity) will be understood as equivalent to a single plane. Auspicious of expansion, the
inertial-ly dependent gravitational pressure field is extended throughout the Hubble. To be
developed, the interior scalar density field σU will be revealed as a subliminal element of the global
gravitational pressure PS that depends from σS -- unnoticed until aroused by an accelerating mass.

-PS = [c2/R]σU

(i-10)

An accelerated body can thus be deemed to experience the universe per Fig 1B (a plurality of parallel
planes having cumulative surface density σU corresponding to the shell density σS appropriately
scaled to 5/6 RH to account the energy lost in transforming from volume to surface density.
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THE MAGICAL PROPERTIES OF INFINITE PLANES
Gravitational flux lines of uniform planes are parallel to each other and perpendicular to the plane,
ergo, field intensity is constant irrespective of distance (Appendix A). In modeling the Hubble as
a uniform spherical volume, H is taken as 70, (approx corresponding to a scale factor RH = 1.3 x 1026
meters). To create a gravitationally equivalent shell simulation, the effective radius must be reduced
by a factor of [5/6] as illustrated by the Fig 3 —> Fig 4 transformation 3
Considered as a homogenized volume density ρU, the Hubble sphere is virtually empty. Opposition
to uniform motion is immeasurably small -- yet the slightest change in velocity is instantly
confronted by equal and opposite reactionary force. How is it possible for the vacuum to administer
as a ubiquitous omni directional acceleration impedance σU.
The traditional portraiture of the Hubble as a volumetric entity obscures the subliminal connection
between gravity and inertia. Reckoned as two hemispheres in gravitational competition, reveals a
new function attribute of gravity as the global distributor of virtual inertia. The mass energy content
of the left and right hemispheres exert equal and opposite tension stress upon the other. The left and
right hemispheres create ‘g’ stress in the imaginary gap between the hemispherical faces.
Fig 1: Each hemisphere is metaphorically sliced into a plenum of planes for tutorial purposes. For
mathematical convenience, each plane can be considered infinite in area but of finite area density
From Gauss’s law of gravity, the ‘g’ field created by a flat plane is:

∫ g ⋅ n dA = −4πGM

(1)

S

Fig 2: For a large plane S, the appropriate Gaussian surface
is a pillbox (a short cylinder whose flat faces of area “A” are
parallel to S). Gravitational field lines are perpendicular to
S and therefore parallel to the normal (N), hence all force
lines pass through the flat end areas A (the curved cylindrical
sides of the pillbox contributes nothing to the integral “dA”
which is therefore defined by the area of the two ends 2 x A).
Denoting the area density of S as σ, the mass enclosed by the
cylinder equals σA, therefore:

g=

−4πGM − 4πGσA
=
= −2πGσ
2A
2A

3

(2)

For a cubical cosmic model, volume to surface transformation from 3-sphere to 2-sphere is followed by
fitting the cube to encompass the 2-sphere as illustrated in Fig 3, Fig 4 and Fig 5, wherein the Hubble density is
taken as . 3 x10-26 kg/meter3.
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Fig 3 depicts the Hubble as a uniform volumetric density 3-sphere having a Hubble scale R3 and
gravitational energy E 3 = 3MU2G/5R3. Fig 4 depicts Hubble mass transformed to a 2-sphere
surface, in which case the new energy E2 = MU2G/2R2. That the two formalisms have the same
energy, the 2-sphere radius R2 must be reduced by a factor of 5/6.
Based on galactic counts, Hubble mass MU lies in the range of 1.5 x 1053 kg. Per (i-7) the 1 kg/m2
area density explains Newton’s 2nd Law in terms of Mach’s Principle.

MU = σU[4πR2] = ρU[4πR3]/3
Therefore:

σU = R[ρU]/3

(3)
(4)

From the empirically determined value of G, the effective Hubble scale is therefore:

R = c2/4πGσU . 1.1 x 1026 meters

(5)

Fig 4. Hubble impedance [one kg/meter2] is determined by the effective Hubble scale per (5). That
inertial area density σU is not infinite, the Hubble can be viewed as a finite volume expanding in flat
space. The geometry can then be considered spherical or cubical as convenient [Appendix E], in
either case represented as a plenum of infinite area planes within a scale factor R. From the
perspective of an observer in the gap between the hemispheres and an observer in the gap between
an infinite set of planes, there is no practical difference. Accelerated parallel to the ‘X’ axis, the the
universe ahead and behind is seen as area density impedance.
Fig 5. Depicted in the exploded view ----> as three sets of infinite area
planes. Hubble mass MU is effectuated equally between the X, Y, and Z
axis of action. Since the orientation of the axis is arbitrary, a body
accelerated in any direction will experience the universe ahead and behind
as an orthogonal plenum of infinite area planes of finite density σU. Since g
fields are perpendicular to infinite planes, backgound tension stress between
two parallel planes will be twice that in (2):

g = - 2πGσU + (-2πGσU) = -- 4πGσU = P/σU
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(6)

FIG 7: Beginning with a brown plane and a brown
field intensity (brown arrows) cumulative creation
of impedance is illustrated by successive addition
of new planes which are displaced a distance for
graphical clarity. A new plane (blue) is added
(which increases field intensify, thence the blue
brown group is displaced and a red plane is added
and so forth (brown --> blue –> orange –> green).

FIG 8: Not shown above, the complimentary ‘g’
field normal to the left side of each plane, ergo, all
planes experience the g field of all other planes in
each direction. As additional planes are imposed,
the interstitial space fills to effectuate a continuous
area density acceleration impedance emulate-able
by a single plane representative of the laminate.

FIG 9: One representative plane is required for
each dimension, ergo, the mass M of a cubical
volume will thence be shared equally between
three planes. For a cube having side-length L:

M = ρL3 = σ[3L2]

(7)

Where ρ is the average volumetric density and σ
is the area density of the plane representing the
directional area density, therefore:

σ = pL/3

(8)

FIG 10: Transformation of 3-sphere volumetric
density ρU to 2-sphere surface density σU, requires
a 5/6 scale adjustment to account for energy lost.

M = ρ[4/3]πR33 = 4πR22σ
M 2 G 3M 2 G
=
2R 2
5R 3

Thence: σ = ρR2/3 = (5/18)ρR3
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(9)
(10)

(11)

Fig 11: A solid body B (blue) composed of atoms
(mostly empty space), will oppose expansion of
interior space in proportion to its inertial mass.
Free expansion of negative pressure space creates
positive energy, whereas restricted expansion of
negative pressure space creates additional negative
energy (greater negative pressure). Ergo, negative
pressure within material bodies will be greater
than free space negative pressure. The interior
state of masses will be under greater tension

Unification of Newton’s law of Gravity with his Law of Inertia
The relationship between gravity and inertia is reveled by normalizing both sides of Newton’s 2nd
Law in terms of a common mass M and area density per Appendix F. Specifically:
Newton’s law of Inertia
Newton’s law of Gravity
F
M
F 4πMG
F=Mxa−−> 2 = 2 a
g=
=
kg
4πr 2
m
m
Dividing Newton’s Law of Inertia by his Law of Gravity:

(18)

F
M
a
2
kg
4πG
m = m2
−−−−> Gx 2 =a −−−−>
x kg
(19)
F
MG
4πr 2
r
kg
r2
Fig 12: To illustrate (19) by way of example we consider the coordinate center of cosmological
expansion as coincident with the geometric center of a uniform spherical mass MB of radius r. That
the inertial content of MB will in some way
oppose the acceleration of space within the
volume of B, there will be a Newtonian 2nd law
reactionary pseudo force associated therewith
and proportional thereto (black) representing
momentum influx. To segregate MB from the
space occupied by the inertial content, we make
a volume to surface transformation which
metaphorically shifts all forms of energy to the
blue shell. Applying the 4πG global expansion
rate to the shell density σB, one obtains:

gσU = aσB
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(20)

Counter g fields (black) represent momentum inflow (that required to balance the pressure difference
between freely expanding space PS and interior pressure PB created by the obstructive effect of nonexpanding inertial matter of MB.
Pondering next a like transformation of Hubble volume to surface density, the immediate question
presented is that of the dynamic consequences for expanding space. Since recessional velocity is
proportional to distance, there is reasonable reason to adopt the commonly accepted view that distant
galaxies are stationary in expanding space. The question evoked, if the nebula are co-moving with
spatial flow, how then do scattered clumps of mass oppose spatial divergence?
Imposition of the obstructive effect of the volumetric density upon the free expansion of negative
pressure space, is transposed to the area density function σB. Diverging space has local
consequences. Bodies not gravitationally bound, separate:

a=

c2
1
= H 2 R − − > v = ∫ H 2 R (dt) = H 2 R (To ) = H 2 R = HR = c
R
H

(21)

Continuous application of the cosmological acceleration factor c2/R for a temporal duration of one
Hubble time “To” results in a constant separation speed “c.” The velocity between two coordinate
markers is given by the velocity distance law:
v = Hr
(22)
The second causal consequence of diverging space acting upon matter, takes form as g field counter
pressure created by inertial resistance of mass to changing velocity (what is commonly identified as
the gravitational field of a mass, but in reality, the pseudo force created by the relative acceleration
between mass and space.4 For the shell construct of the universe (Fig 12), interior gravitational
energy is MU2G/2r. The approximate equality of positive MUc2 energy and negative gravitational
energy (-3PV) suggests the expansion dynamic must be moderated by self synergistic feedback
compliant with the creation of positive and negative energy equally. Taking this as the specification:

MUc2 = -3PV

(23)

MUc2 = M2G/R

(24)

And

4

The earth’s g field is due to the accelerating volume of free space in relation to the non-expanding volume
of earth’s mass. If the earth were given a 9.8 meter/sec2 acceleration parallel to its North polar axis, gravity would
vanish at the South Pole and double at the North Pole. The effect of an axial acceleration is to transform-away the
gravity field at the opposite Pole. The gravity field of a mass is the connecting bridge to the inertia of all other mass
scattered throughout the universe,
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Thus from Friedmann’s formulation (i-1), when cosmological background pressure equals -3P:

-3P = [MU/VU]c2 = [ρU]c2

&& = ΛR
R
3

Whence from (i-1):

(25)
(26)

Using Einstein’s value 3H2 for Λ, the required acceleration rate:

3H 2 R c 2
kg
&&
R=
=
= 4πG x
3
R
meter 2

(27)

For an accelerating universe, the deceleration parameter q = -1. Cosmological dilatation rate can
thus be expressed in terms Hubble scale and velocity:

& 2 ΛR 3H 2 R
R
&&
R=
=
=
R
3
3

(28)

From the 2nd and 4th equalities

&2
R
= H2
2
R

(29)

Taking square root and substituting dR/dt for Ŕ

dR/dt = HR

(30)

Hence

dr
Ht
∫ R = ∫ Hdt − −− > R = Ke

(31)

Fig 13: Recast of a planet such as earth and surrounding space enlarged to include the Hubble sphere
(not to scale) which has likewise been transformed from volume to surface integral (Labeled as area
density factor σU). Partial interference with global expansion 4πG is depicted syllogistically by
terminated arrows (red). Through-put is depicted by green arrows. In the pictorial, the nature of the
partial obstruction is illustrated by the relative number of blocked lines (red) in relation to the
unobstructed lines (green). Only some of the expansion flux (red) survives opposition by the matter
content of B to create the pressure required to balance the global g field (black arrows)
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Counter pressure force-lines (black) terminate on σB. The actual reason for the difference between
free space pressure and the allegorized internal expansion pressure (presumed akin to that experience
by constriction of fluid flow in positive pressure ambient), is unknown. For purposes herein, it is
suffice to interpret internal within a corporal body as a measure of the inertial state of the body
(which will include the effect of binding energies, gravity acting upon gravity, temperature and the
relativistic effects of motion). The pressure surface at the terminus of the red expansion lines is in
balance with momentum influx (pressure created by the cosmologically sourced gravity field (black).
Shown as originating at the Hubble shell σU, momentum influx is required to balance the partial
obstruction of expanding space within B. Being of cosmological origin, the reactionary g field gains
intensity as it converges toward the negative pressure volume. In 3-D reality, g field reactionary flux
diminishes linearly to zero at the center of a uniform density spherical volume .

Insight into Newton’s Law of Gravity is revealed in his Law of inertia. Specifically, when the 2nd
law is expressed as:
a = F/M
(32)
The dimensional of ‘a’ on the left side of the equation are meters/sec2. The right side of (32) has
units ntn/kg. How does the universe turn meters/sec2 into ntn/kg? After much deliberation over the
dimensionality of Newton’s 2nd Law, we note that multiplication of Newton’s 2nd Law by σU, we
arrive a dimensional congruity:.
m
kg ntn kg
x 2 =
x
2
kg m 2
sec
m
(33)

PRESSURE = PRESSURE
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Fig 14 illustrates the σU function as a passive retrodirective area density existent at all locations, but
undetectable accept at those places where elemental
units of mass reside - and then only when the body
B as a whole is accelerated. The effective of the
universe as an impedance opposing the acceleration
of a three dimensional body is that it acts as a
single plane of area density σU perpendicular to
acceleration ‘a’ (red arrow). The universe as a
whole, is represented at every location by σU

Fig 15A: Body B Partially collapsed to create a
surface density, the universe sees no difference. It
axiomatically responds at each elemental mass point
irrespective of the spacing,

Fig 15B: Body B fully collapsed to an area
density, the resultant equation reduces to the ratio
of two area densities

γ = [σB/σU] x a .
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(34)

Fig 16: The sequence of change brought about by introduction of a mass B between two infinite
planes (brown) each representing area density σU/2 of a Hubble hemisphere —> and the subsequent
influence of subliminal area density stress created when mass B is accelerated.
Fig 16-A: Net force is zero, but spatial tension pressure P (dotted red lines) exists between the two
hemispheres of the Hubble as indicated {double arrow ]}. From the foregoing:
<--------->
P = – [[c2/R]{σU/2}] + [[c2/R]{σU/2}]

] ±σ [c /R],
2

(35)

U

Fig 16-B: A cube Mass MB having side area AB and inertial area density σB parallel to the X axis,
is added in the space between the two hemispheres [planes]. Negative pressure stress will be
intensified as indicated by blue lines, but net force acting upon G is zero. γ[σU] reflects the increase
in field intensity between body B and the hemispherical faces [ g fields of the hemispheres is parallel
to the X axis, so B’s mass can be considered transformed to its YZ faces. Pressure stress from B is:
<------------ P ------------->
γ[σU] = – [[c2/R]{σB/2}] + [[c2/R]{σB/2}] = ] ±*[c2/R]σB *
External force is the g field:

γ =

σB
σU

(36)

c2 
R
 

(37)

Fig 16-C: Net internal pressure equals zero when body B is at rest or moving with constant velocity
‘v’ (green arrow). There is no change in momentum flow through body B.
<-------------------------->
<-------<-------γ[σU] = – [[c2/R]{σB/2}] + [[c2/R]{σB/2}] – +[-v]{σB/2}, + +[+v]{σB/2}], =

]±**[c /R]σ *
2

B

(38)

which has same gravity field as (36) with net zero through-put momentum flow density (v)MB/AB
Fig 16-D: Mass B is accelerated in the +X direction (yellow arrow) at rate aB.
γ[σU] = – [([c2/R] -aB]){σB/2}] + [([c2/R+aB]){σB/2}] = [– ([c2/R] + [c2/R] + 2(aB)]{σB/2}]
st

Inertial reaction is 1

σB
c2
term -–> γ =
[a B ] ⇔ R [σ B ]
σU

The gravity field of an isolated mass is equal in

<--± Gravity stress is 2nd term

(39)
(40)

8 all directions as indicated by double arrow.
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Equations (36) and (40) express the counter acceleration factor γ for the two fundamental
relationships of classical mechanics. Both depend from cosmologically dynamics. In (36), the
gamma factor γ represents the reactionary force per unit mass (g field) created by an inertial body
at-rest in an expanding universe whereas in (40), the gamma factor represents the reactionary (2nd
Law pseudo force) generated by an accelerated mass.
In expressing the interaction between a local mass MB and Hubble mass MU, both have been
normalized as area densities defined by a common intersection, namely the projection of the area
density σB upon the area density σU. That this contrivance is emulative of natures manuscript,
reference is made to (E-3) of Appendix E . Whether acceleration be local “Ma” or global “g”
generated, each elemental mass of σB experiences the universe as an instantaneously superimposed
σU upon each element unit of mass along a line of action coincident with the acceleration vector.
FIG 17: The total force created by acceleration of a body B
(blue sphere) is the sum of individual forces projected upon that
area density plane of the universe which is orthogonal to the
acceleration. Every mass experiences empty space as an inviscid inertial fluid σU – accelerations parallel to X are
coalesced in a projection of B’s elements on the inertial area
density σU of the YZ plane, accelerations parallel to Y are
opposed by the σU impedance of the XZ plane, accelerations
parallel to Z by the σU factor of the XY plane. In Summary,
reactive forces are retro directive, confined to the projected area
of B upon the σU inertial plane normal to the acceleration of B.

FIG 18: If body B had different shape or projection area
in different directions, then acceleration in the direction
of the red arrow would be opposed by the area density
impedance created by a set of imaginary planes
orthogonal to the red arrow whereas acceleration in the
direction of the blue arrow would be opposed by an
imaginary set of area density planes orthogonal to the
blue arrow. Equation (36) and (40) can then be written:

∫P

U

Ai

⋅ dA = ∫ PB ⋅ dA

(41)

Ai

Thence

∫ [σ
Ai

U

x γ ] dA = ∫ [σ B x a ] dA
Ai
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(42)

Integration over the pressure area profile, reclaims as force. Per (33), (41) and (42),
momentum flow between the Hubble and an accelerated element thereof, is limited to the intersect
area Ai defined by the integrand – which in turn, is specified by the geometry of the cosmos, both
in opposing accelerated bodies and in communicating pressure for the sustenance of ‘g’ fields.
By the auspicious of gravitational distribution, every element of every accelerated mass,
experiences the Hubble as simultaneous abstruse reaction. That the impetus urged against each
element in kind be uniquely moderated according to its mass, we observe in the area density
formalism of large planes, the elegance of the natural order.5 The large scale structure of the
expanding universe conflates starry lumps of heavenly matter to smooth placable impedance.
The herein expose`describing inertial space as omni directional inertial medium, in the end,
sounds all too familiar. The ether of Mack, Einstein observed: “not only conditions the behavior of
inert masses, but is also conditioned in its state by them.”6
Force created over Ai, applies instantly to accelerated objects. That the gravitational stress
field is maintained at all places by spatial expansion, no propagation time is involved. To fund g
field pseudo forces, however, the source field c2/R, must perpetually supply momentum flux to the
secondary fields (i.e., the g field pseudo forces acquired by the masses). That these pseudo force
fields appear to emanate from the masses themselves, is one of natures deceptive illusions. In reality
they are super positioned distortions of the primary field -- which is an influx -- engendered by the
inertial impedance of the bodies to which they appear to be attached.
“Free Fall experience by unrestrained objects is due to the gravitation endowment of space
with virtual inertia. Gravity is spatial pressure stress, and spatial pressure stress is momentum flow.7

5

Local virtual inertia σU is gravity endowed spatial stress. Without a universe, there is no mass to create
gravity and thence no gravity to create inertia.
6

Einstein’s 1920 address at Leyden, penultimate paragraph.

7

“It takes a while to figure out why pressure is really the flow of momentum, but it is eminently worth it”
John Baez and Emory Bunn [The meaning of Einstein’s Equation] https://arxiv.org/pdf/gr-qc/0103044.pdf
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Concluding Remarks
The infinite plane laminar model of area density impedance provides a superimposed σU
coincident with each elemental mass – unified therewith, as an attribute thereof. With the debut of
the subliminal cosmic g field as the “stress creating” source of virtual inertia, the long suspected
complementary dependence of mass upon gravity follows axiomatically from the known dependence
of gravity upon inertia. No new fields are required. Any change in the direction or velocity of an
inertial element within the Hubble manifold, is instantly coupled to the underlying inertial
background upon which reactionary forces are founded.
In these pages, we have returned repeatedly to Mach and his Principle, as the Dominus of
mediation —> that by which the inertia of distant matter is made local as opposition to acceleration.
Discovered also, the part played by gravitational stress in the morphosis of the inertial backdrop.
Gravity and inertia are each dependent upon the other. In the prophetic words of John Wheeler:
HOW COULD IT HAVE BEEN OTHERWISE?
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Appendix A: Gravitational field at a mass point produced by an infinite plane
The force on a unit mass at a given point P produced by a large sheet of material (Fig A-1), will be
directed toward the sheet. Let the distance of the point from the sheet be a, and let the amount of
mass per unit area of this large sheet be µ which is premised to be constant. What field dC is
produced by the mass dm lying between ρ and ρ+dρ from the point O of the sheet nearest point P?
Answer: dC = ! G(dmr/r3). But this field is directed along r, and only the x component will
remain when all the vectors dC are added to produce C. The x component of dC is:
dCx = ! Gdmrx/r3 = ! Gdma/r3
All masses dm which are at the same distance r from P will yield the same dCx, so we may at
once write for dm the total mass in the ring between ρ and ρ+dρ, namely dm = µ2πρ?dρ
(2πρdρ is the area of a ring of radius ρ and width dρ, if dρ n ρ). Thus

dCx = ! Gµ2πρ?dρa/r3
Then, since r2 = ρ2 + a2, ρdρ = rdr. Therefore,

Cx = !2πGµa I dr/r 2 = 2πGµa(1/a !1/4) = 2πGµ.
Thus the force is independent of distance ‘a.’ One might think that the farther away, the
weaker the force. But no! If P is close, most of the matter is pulling at an obtuse angle; if far
away, more matter is situated favorably to exert a pull toward the plane. At any distance, the
matter which is most effective lies in a certain cone. When farther away the force is smaller by
the inverse square, but in the same cone, in the same angle, there is more matter, larger by the
square of the distance.
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Appendix B

A Short Essay on Spacetime Curvature

A recurring question posed by the prophesied curvature of spacetime, is that of how Einstein’s relativistic transforms
mediate the path of Newton’s free-falling apple. That the apple follows a geodesic trajectory coincident with earth’s
center, will be seen as a facet of the issue as to how intangible spatio-temporal distortions supplant Newton’s g force?
Except for bodies of extremely high mass, the degree of spatial distortion is de minimis. What then did Einstein have in
mind when he substituted spacetime distortion for Newtonian gravity. For most celestial objects (ordinary stars, planets
and moons), the effect of mass M upon spacetime is solely temporal. That clocks run slow in a gravity potential is well
documented, but is the path of a falling apple determined by the rate at which clocks log time, or directly by the energy
gradient created by M. If clock slowing is collateral rather than primary, the energy state of space becomes paramount.
While spatial curvature could be resurrected as a surrogate under the auspicious of variegate energy density, the
foundation basis for gravity as spacetime curvature, loses credibility. The free-fall options are then restricted to ‘g’ force
physics a la Newton or as potential energy gradient.
In Newton’s world, earth’s mass creates an acceleration force deemed to act directly upon other masses. In Einstein’s
universe, M creates a potential energy well. That M also determines the time dilation factor in the relativistic field
equation, the spatial state can be thought of as a time dilation gradient wherefor the free fall path can be considered either
as a consequence of time dilation or as spatial rate of change of energy. In either case, the need for a g force is abrogated
The potential energy field outside a non-rotating sphere of mass M slows “time” in accord with the Theory by a factor:

 2MG 
∆t o = ∆t i 1 − 
2 
 yc 

(1)

where ∆to is time passed by a clock in the gravity field of M at distance y from the center
of M and ∆ti is the time passed by a clock at an infinite distance from M. The factor
[2GM/y]1/2 is the escape velocity v*. Clocks far removed from the influence of mass run
faster. A clock on earth’s surface (distance r) runs at a slower rate than a clock at
distance y.
The square of the escape velocity (v*)2 corresponds to the kinetic energy required to
escape the influence of M. Ergo, (v*)2 and consequently potential energy, diminish with
distance from the earth’s center.

( v*) 2 = 2

MG
y

(2)

And the energy gradient is:

 d   2MG  2MG
MG 1
( v*) 2
a =  
=−
x =−
=
y
y
y
 dy   y  − 2y 2

(3)

Classical physics thus offers two formalisms for Force, both produce the same
acceleration MG/y2

1) Rate of change of momentum...F = dp/dt,
2) Rate of change of energy with distance...F = dE/ds
We see that when y = R and M = MU, the factor 2 becomes inappropriate for c velocity escape, equation (1)
becomes

∆t = 0
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APPENDIX C
Cosmodynamics relates Gravity to Inertia and Inertia to gravity
The Laws of physics, are to a greater or lesser degree, tentative and approximate.
When applied to a new perplexity not previously tested, the results may reveal the
existing science to be incomplete or even incorrect. If, however, the new theory is
more encompassing, there exists a template for relating it to the older, incomplete
theory. This guide is the “Correspondence Principle.” New theory applied to
circumstances for which the less general theory is known to hold, must correspond
with previously established theory.
So it is with gravity and Inertia. The predictive theories of attraction and reaction
(those of Newton, Gauss and Einstein), derive from an impalpable state of perpetual
dilation “4πG.” The universe inflates to exist – by this devise, the mathematical
machinery of positive feedback is brought into play as physical change – energy,
negative and positive, are synthesized, each from the other.
Hubble inflation is true to its scale, and proportional thereto. During the 13+ billion
years of volumetric acceleration, the interplay between expansion and reaction has
been governed by a natural algorithm of diminishing exponential growth. Hubble
volume grows in proportion to Hubble scale, G diminishes as 1/R, and Hubble mass
can be expressed as 4πR2σU. Observed today as the inertial content of the Hubble
sphere and the consequent gravitational stress created thereby, we find in the mystery
ratio, the deep meaning of the relationships:

M U G [4πR 2σ U ]  c 2 
=

=1
π
σ
4
R
Rc 2
Rc 2
U 


(1)

The predictive theories of gravity depend upon the empirically determined value of
G (known as Newton’s constant but unknown in Newton’s time). First measured by
Henry Cavendish in 1797 using a torsion balance, the relevance of the dimensionality
went largely unrecognized by the scientific constabulary. The key to understanding
G is not to be found in its commonly tabulated form “[ntn m2/kg2]” cerebrated as
attractive force between inert masses at rest, but rather in the remembrance that
Newton’s formulation for “Force” was founded upon change in motion. Revelation
follows from substitution of [kg m/sec2] for ntn.
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In the case of an accelerated body of mass MB, reactionary “Force” depends upon
relative acceleration of MB wrt space (as representative of the Hubble universe). For
a mass MB, at-rest in an accelerating universe, reactionary “Force” depends upon
relative acceleration of space wrt MB. Are these one-in-the-same phenomena?
#1
#2
#3
2
F=Mxa
g = MG/r
g* = –4(π)GM
The interdependence of force and acceleration is first order in both the Newtonian
and Gaussian formalisms. Taking earth as a uniform spherical mass, thence from:
F = Ma
(2)
Earth’s mass is on the order of 6 x 1024 kg. Taking spatial acceleration as c2/R
(where the effective Hubble scale R is on the order of 1026 meters, then total force:

{[9 x 1016]/[1 x 1026]} x [6 x 1024] .5 x 1015 ntn

(3)

To find the intensity at the surface, we divide total force by the area. Earth’s radius
is approximately 6.37 x 106 meters, so the earth’s area AE = 4(π)r2 is approximately:
AE = 4 x 3.14 x 40.5 x 1012 = 510 x 1012 meters2
g pressure is:
Pg = [5 x 1015 ntn]/[510 x 1012meters2] .9.8 ntn/meter2
____________________

(4)
(5)

Notice now taken of the acceleration factor (4πG) that comes with Gauss’s Law of
gravity – available for use as the acceleration in Newton’s Law of Inertia, that is:
F* = Ma = M[4πG] = [6 x 1024 kg][12.56][6.7 x 10-11 m3/sec2]kg-1
= 504 x 1013 m3/sec2

(6)

Where F* represents the 3-D force per unit mass [ntn-m2/kg] acceleration influx
across a Gaussian sphere coincident with the earths surface. The force intensity g
follows by dividing F* by earth’s area AE from (4):

504 x 10 13 m 3 /sec 2
g=
≈ 9.8 meters/sec 2
12
2
510 x 10 m
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(7)

We note, that by introducing G as the acceleration, the output is obtained directlyin
units of acceleration. Proceeding from Gauss’s law, note is taken of fact that the use
of G (in lieu of c2/R), outputs omni directional flux g*
g* = -- 4(pi)G x M = N[meters3/sec2]

(8)

where the g field of M is seen to be a dimension-less number N (proportional to M)
multiplied by accelerating volume [cubic meters per second squared]. In words, the
gravitational field consociated with M, is sourced by spatial expansion.
As with the adaption of Newton’s Law of inertia to explain his law of gravity, the atone-ness of the gravity-inertial relationship is revealed in the subliminal background
pressure. When the inertial mass of a body of mass MB is multiplied by 4(pi)G, the
emergent gravityfield g* is three dimensional counter flux. Dividing both sides of
Gauss’s Law (#3) by a common area density:
 m3 
 2
g *  sec  4πG
=
=
x MB
m2
m2
m2
4πGM 4πGσ B 4π [c 2 ] σ B
=
=
1
4πRσ U
m2
thence
g=

c 
gσ U =  σ B = aU σ B
R

(9)

2

Thus for a Gaussian surface coincident with the surface of B:

γ x σU = aU x σB

(10)

where σU = kg/m2 and σB = MB/m2 and γ is the counter acceleration. In words,
gamma can stand for the g field of MB created by Hubble dilation factor c2/R, or any
other acceleration applied to B that would create an inertial reaction.
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APPENDIX D
Two forms for G
From Friedmann’s equation:

3H 2
ρu =
4πG

(1)

Substitution of MU for ρU x V and c/R for H

3c 2
3c 2 x4πR 3
c 2R
G=
=
=
4πR 2 M U V 3x[4πR 2 ]M U M U

(2)

Rearranged, (2) has been historically known as the mystery ratio, long studied by Carl Brans and
Robert Dicke, in the their search for a scalar tensor theory of gravity. The question posed by natures
rhetorical, is that of: Why should Hubble mass multiplied by G equal Hubble scale multiplied by c2?

GM U
=1
Rc 2

(3)

That (3) can now be understood as an expression for G in terms of cosmological parameters, one
mystery gives way to the exposition of another. How is it, that a combination of three supposed
constants “MU,” “G” and “c,” can vary as R increases? Or is the mystery ratio simply a coincidence
of our era - in which case the present magnitude of R has no long term cosmological significance?
GMU/c2 = R

(4)

While (2) is a perfectly good expression for G, it will be found convenient for the purposes herein
to express G in terms of a surface density σ of the Hubble:

c 2 R Rc 2
3
3c 2 R 2
c2
G=
=
x
=
=
VρU
ρU 4πR 3 3σ [4πR 3 ] 4πRσ

(5)

Where, for a uniform density sphere, transformation from volume density ρ to surface density σ,
leads to the following relationship:

3σ = Rρ
Taking the Hubble radius as 1026 kg/m2 and the Hubble density as 3 x10-26 kg/m3, we find σ to be in
the range of σU —> 1 kg/m2
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Appendix E -- Modeling the Universe

Fig 1
Hubble 3-Sphere
RH = 1.3 x 1026 m
MU = 1.5 x 1053 kg

Fig 2
2-Sphere Transform
R = 1.1 x 1026 m
MU = 1.5 x 1053 kg

Fig 3
Fig 4
Cubical Universe
Infinite Plane Cubical
MU shared equally Universe - three sets of
between three planes paired parallel 4 planes

Fig 1 Depicts the Hubble as separated hemispheres, optionally further divided into laminae which
collectively create parallel reinforcing fields. Viewed as volumetric density ρU, (taken for present
purposes as 3 x 10-26 kg/m3), the Hubble is a near perfect vacuum. As a large scale structure,
however, it functions very differently. Fig 2 illustrates the 5/6 reduction in the operative scale R
that results when MU is transformed from volume density ρU to surface density σU to effectuate the
same gravitational field intensity. Fig 3 illustrates an alternative transformation from ρU to area
density defined by the surface area of the 3 planes. The 3 plane cubical universe produces the same
formulation ratio as the Gaussian transformed 2-sphere.
4
R
L
(E-1)
M U = ρU [πR 3 ] = 4πR 2σ U ∴ σ U = ρU
. and ρU [L3 ] = 3L2σ S ∴ σ S = ρU
3
3
3
[3-Sphere —> 2-Sphere]
[Cube ----> Three Plane]
Fig 4. Using either the 2-sphere or three plane model, we construct an interior set of three spaced
apart pair planes characterized for purposes of modeling as coextensive with the Hubble manifold,
and therefore each having area density (1/2)σU or 1/2σS as the case may be. Each pair of planes thus
represents an area density of one kg/meter2.
Newton discovered the miraculous property of space he called absolute [instantaneous retro-directive
counter force irrespective of the shape, size or density of an accelerated body]. In avoiding the
gnarly issue as to how the cosmos create inertia, he also attracted his critics, the most noteworthy
of which, long after his death, are to be found in the works of the 19th century physicist, Ernst Mach.
To Mach’s way of thinking, Newton’s Law of inertia lacked dimensional coherence. In making the
pass from ”Ma” to “Force,” dimensionality had been compromised and the mechanism by which
widely distributed inertial elements are coalesced into a single force, was lost. In re-dimensioning
the 2nd law as an expression of cosmological reaction to primary action, we recover both the modus
operandi and the critical area of coupling between the universe and a locally accelerated body.
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Taking the Ma force F to be a consequence of cosmological response, we adapt Newton’s inertial
equation by substituting for F the cosmological counter reaction M*a2. By this reform, the 2nd law
is made dimensionally coherent:
M* x a2 = MB x a1
(E-2)
where M* represents a yet to be determined mass factor that corresponds to the participation of the
cosmos in opposing momentum change (of mass MB) resulting from an acceleration rate a1 applied
to MB. By this ruse, we avoid making a direct pass from changing momentum to force with the
substitution σf [σU x A] for M* [where A is the projection of B upon σU]. As remodeled, (2)
expresses local change in momentum in terms of global change in momentum, and vice versa.
Fig 5: A puzzling aspect of inertial reaction, is that of why the
force is independent of the shape and orientation of the body
relative to the acceleration vector. Explained herein by the fact
individual inertial elements experience the same simultaneous
opposition because of the ubiquity of the scalar area density
function σU. Every inertial element encounters the universe as
a superimposed σU plane orthogonal to the acceleration vector
at the location of the element. If the sphere were accelerated
parallel to the X axis, it experiences the universe as a local area
density σU in the Y-Z plane which is the same as saying that
each element of mass within the sphere experiences the
universe as an inertial opposition. Coupling between cosmos
and MB is confined to the projection of MB upon σU.
The product of “mass x acceleration” does not reach the dimensionality of force without additional
facility. Consistent with the foregoing, and in conjunction with the metaphorical infinite plane
model of the Hubble, (2) can be expressed in terms of some common area “A” of intersection:
M* = [A]σU, and MB = [A]σB
Therefore:
[A]σU x a2 = [A]σB x a1

(E-3)

It will be understood that (3) applies to any volume of any shape accelerated in any direction. The
common area defined by the projection of the elemental masses comprising any 3-D body is reduced
to a single plane of cosmological response σU x a2. Restated, an accelerated body B comprised of
individual elemental masses scattered throughout the volume of B, projects its individual elements
upon the Hubble plane σU, thereby defining the interaction area “A,” and consequently determining
that fraction of Hubble mass participating in the inertial reaction. This is the unavoidable result of
the perpendicularity of the gravity field created by large surfaces. In having served its function in
defining the common area of interaction, it disappears from equation (3), thence:

σUa2 = σBa1
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(E-4)

In formulating a generic area applicable to all bodies, we have adopted the default option (one square
meter) defined when the ntn was established as the force which corresponded to one kg meter per
sec2.. The interim equation thus becomes:

MU
MB
=
x
a
x a1
2
m2
m2

(E-5)

σUa2 = σBa1

(E-6)

which reduces to
which is the same as (4).
Transformation from (2) to (6), reforms the operative nature of space from a vacuum density ρU to
a systemic area density σU. In this restructured role, the Hubble sphere functions as a single inertial
organ. The universe senses the 3-D distribution of matter within an accelerated body B as an area
density spread over a common area of interaction “A” defined by the projection of MB/A upon σU
Equation (6) is a bridge between local and global. It states simply that the pressure created by an
accelerated mass is the result of momentum flow from the universe into B. When (6) is used to
determine the inertial reaction called gravity, it is convenient to re-label a2 as g*. The acceleration
factor a1 then has the value c^2/R where R is the 5/6 reduced Hubble scale that corresponds to the
energy lost in making a volume to surface transformation. For a uniform spherical mass of radius
r, it is then necessary to divide g* by the surface area 4(pi)r2 to obtain gravitational field intensity.
Fig 6A Depicts inertial pressure P
as a right-side compressed spring
and a left side stretched spring
arising from acceleration of B (red
arrow). That the acceleration of MB
will be opposed by the area density
σXB, the latter is an element of the g
field acting on the left and right
faces of B. The compressed right
spring and the stretched left spring,
represent a change in the equilibrium
state of equal and opposite negative
pressure created by the oppositely
directed expansion arrows (hatched
green). Tension in the Y direction
(blue springs) is equal and opposite,
there is no net pressure in the Y
direction due to the espansion
arrows (solid green), but there is g
stress. The presence of σU in the
creation of
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Fig 6B shows a cross sectional view of the volume defined by the horizontal area density slabs (blue)
and vertical slabs (brown) of Fig 4. Taking average density ρU = 3 x 10-26 kg/m3 we proceed without
deference to the physiology of the actual cosmic model from which the σU/2 slabs have been derived.
In words, on the scale of the Hubble, all 3-D symmetrical geometries reduced to Fig 4.8

8

The unavoidable result of the Hubble size, is that the universe appears as a retro directive flat surface for
any conceivably large object that could be accelerated to detect curvature. Whether it be divided Hubble
hemispheres per Fig 1, a two sphere transformation a la Fig 2, or a cubical universe Fig 3 split into pairs to create
Fig 4, the initial geometry is of no significance
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The state of space prior to the introduction of MB is defined by the gravitational attraction between
the three sets of paired planes. Depicted as slabs in Fig 6, they represent a compression of all
available mass along a line of action perpendicular thereto. Thus for the estimated Hubble scale and
density, each slab will have surface area density [1/2]σU, gravitational pressure PS is:

c 2 σ U σ U 
PS = − x 
+
=−
R  2
2 

c2 
 R σ U
 

(E-8)

where c2/R is the expansion dilation rate (green arrows). Pressure is negative (opposite to the
direction of expansion), thence gravitational flux is directed inwardly (perpendicular to the slabs),
and therefore field intensity is constant (independent of the distance from a slab and independent of
the separation distance between the slabs). The inapplicability of Pascal’s law to a negative pressure
environment is illustrated by the tension springs k1 and k2. The additional force created by the
introduction of MB in the X and Y direction is, respectively,

FXB

c2
=
x σ XB x [A XB ]
R

and FYB

c2
=
x σ YB x [A YB ]
R

(E-9)

where σXB is the area density of the block B in the X direction and σYB is the area density of the block
B in the Y direction. Thence from (8), the reactionary field γ created by the acceleration field of the
cosmos c2/R acting upon σXB in the X direction and σYB in the Y direction is:
[σU]γX[AXB] = FXB

c2
=
x σ XB x [A XB ]
R

&
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[σU]γY[AXB] = FYB

c2
=
x σ YB x [A YB ]
R

Force FXB and FYB must be equal, but the projection area of B upon the universe in the X direction
will be different from the projection of B upon the universe in the Y direction, hence the difference
must be made-up by the gamma factor γ. In words, pressure exerted by metaphorical spring KY will
be less than that created by metaphorical spring KX in proportion to the ratio of the areas σXB and σYB.
The equality of the X and Y force as moderated by the γ factor.
F = [σU x Ai]γ = FXB = FYB

(E-10)

where Ai is the common area of interaction that corresponds to either [AXB] or [AXB] as the case may
be . The universe outputs the force created by [σU x Ai]γ in units of “ntn.” The gamma factor “γ”
will thus depend upon MB and the area density of the projection of MB upon σU. For example,
directional cosmological acceleration c2/R parallel to the X axis (green hatched arrows), creates
tension pressure upon MB as indicated by the brown springs. Likewise, directional acceleration
expansion parallel to the Y axis (solid green arrows), creates tension pressure indicated by the blue
springs. Negative pressure stress will thus vary from place to place, as it is by this means, all bodies
are connected through a common expanding space. The gravitational force field acts upon MB
equally in all directions, ergo net force due to expansion is zero.
A most convenient faculty of the large scale area density comic construct, is that it efficaciously
converts projected force density to force per unit mass (i.e., acceleration). By this means, an
accelerated 3-D object is reduced to 2-D area density, thence instantly opposed by responsive
pressure. Specifically, the 2nd law force takes form as counter pressure momentum flow [γ]σU for
any accelerated mass per area force ratio MB/AB, projected upon a σU plane. We denote this area σP
(the projection area AB of upon the one kg/m2 area density of Hubble), thence σP equals kg/AB,

MB x a 

 = γσ P
A
B



(E-11)

Cosmic opposition to acceleration is equal to the sum of the elemental MB x “a” forces taken over
the area defined by the shadow AB projected by MB upon a σU plane orthogonal to the acceleration.
The universe has no option to act otherwise, conservation of momentum requires instantaneous
reaction at the point of action, which may be spread over a large 3-D volume. We accomplish the
same effect mathematically per (5) by dividing each side of Newton’s 2nd law by meter2. In effect,
this normalizes the force side of the equation to present itself in form of the common denominator
of the impedance side of the equation. The cosmos however, must react to different shapes and
densities in different directions of acceleration, and sum the force(s) over an area defined by the
projection of the accelerated body. We shortcut this by by expressing masses in terms of their area
meter squared area equivalent —> facilitating mapping of all shapes, sizes and densities to σU.
Thence (11) can be written as:

γ =

σB
a1
σU
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(E-12)

The benefit of expressing Mass in terms of its square meter area density equivalent, is that (12) will
be equally available for use with three dimensional accelerations and three dimensional bodies such
as those commonly encountered gravitational studies. Taking earth for example: ME .6 x 1024 kg,
r = 6.37 x 106 meters, thence the average surface area density σB = 1.173 x 1010 kg/m2. Spatial
acceleration a1 = c^2/R where R . 1026 meters, then:

9x10 16
m
10
γ =
x
1173
.
x
10
≈
10
10 26
sec 2

(E-13)

THE ORIGIN OF INERTIAL REACTION
It will now be understood that (12) applies to any situation where mass can be expressed in terms
of inertial area density. Adverting again to Fig 6, the X tension can now be expressed as
2
c2
1 c
Net P = [ x σ B ] − 2 [ x σ B ] = 0
R
R
1
2

(E-14)

Mass MB is under a tension stress, net force is zero however. We next assume MB is given an
acceleration ‘a’ in the +X direction. Net Pressure acting upon the inertial density of MB is then:
2
c2
1 c
Net PX = [ + a ] σ B − 2 [ − a ] σ B = aσ B
R
R
1
2

(E-15)

Accelerated bodies experience the universe as opposition to acceleration. The reaction of the cosmos
is the pseudo force that corresponds to the difference in pressure defined by momentum influx. For
a body B moving at a constant velocity, the momentum entering across the projected area density
in the forward direction is equal to that exiting across the reward projection of the same area. For
an acerbating body, however there is a difference between the forward pressure and the rearward
pressure –> which corresponds to net momentum flow entering the right face and exiting the left.
Fig 8: Acceleration of B (red arrow) increases pressure on
the right face of MB and decreases pressure on the left face.
Momentum influx entering MB on the right-side surface is
greater than the momentum flux exiting on the left face.

F/m2 = γσB

(E-16)

Fig 9: A similar Force/Area functionality is to be found in the
formulation of Couette flow [ a viscus fluid is trapped between
two large parallel planes (one fixed the other in parallel motion
at velocity v). Each fluid layer moves faster than the one
below. Friction between layers gives rise to:

F/A =µ[v/y]

(E-17)
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For many fluids, the relationship between velocity v and distance y is found to vary linearly
from zero at the bottom plane to v at the top plane. The proportionality factor µ is the viscosity. The
ratio v/y is the rate of shear deformation (or shear velocity). To complete the viscosity-impedance
similitude, note is taken of the fact that (16) and (17) have identical dimensionality. The prospect
of expressing spatial inertial impedance as an acceleration dependent viscosity, brings us back to the
ether of Einstein, perhaps what he had in mind when he dismissed Mach’s Principle in the mistaken
belief it could never be made instantaneously local. Viscosity multiplied by change in velocity with
distance is analogous Force Density in momentum transport: In terms of the shear stress τ:

τ = µ[Mv/Mx] = [MB x a]/AB = γσB

(E-18)

That spatial “area density x acceleration” finds emulation in the form of shear stress (aka
momentum flow τ), a new appreciation of Newton’s characterization of space is revealed.
Specifically, since “t” totes units of pressure [ntn/kg] and viscosity is given in pascal-sec, then Mv/Mx
can be taken as the change in area density encountered when a mass MB is (expressed as an area
density σB) moves at a changing velocity in the X direction as shown:

Because the g field of an infinite plane is perpendicular to the plane, the g fields of a plurality
of parallel planes, are parallel to each other and therefore cumulative. The essence of the universe
as a plenum of parallel planes, however, only arises with respect to a particular mass, and then only
orthogonal with respect thereto. From the perspective of an accelerating piston projecting the same
X axis area density [one kg/m2], the universe appears as headwind pressure P = (a)[kg/m2], with
momentum flow defined thereby. Revelation of the comparatively torpid gravitational background
field as the sole and single source of inertial reaction, evokes renewed appreciation for Newton’s
choice of a verbal description. Spatial inertia slumbers subliminally in the background awaiting
instant arousal upon the slightest call from an accelerated mass.

τ=

F
 ∂v 
 ∂v  kg m  ∂v 
 v (dv ) 
= µ   = [pascal − sec]  = 2 x
=
σ
U
 dx 
A
 ∂x 
 ∂x  m sec  ∂x 
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(E-19)

That v(dv/dx) dimensionally expresses as acceleration, (19) can be considered an alternative
formalism for characterization of space as an acceleration responsive fluid that fulfill’s Newton’s
denomination as “absolute.” Mach, by contrast, found his answer in the stars, a background field
of distant matter that somehow opposed changing velocity. Einstein alas, fell back upon an ether
that “not only conditions the behavior of inert masses, but is also conditioned in its state by them”

“....to deny the ether is to ultimately assume that empty space has no physical qualities whatever.
The fundamental facts of mechanics do not harmonize with this view. For the mechanical
behavior of a corporal system hovering freely in empty space not only depends upon relative
positions (distances) and relative velocities, but also on its state of rotation, which physically may
be taken as a characteristic not appertaining to the system itself. In order to be able to look upon
the rotation of the system, at least formally, as something real, Newton objectivises space. Since
he classes his absolute space together with real things, for him rotation relative to absolute space
is something real. Newton might no less well have called his absolute space “Ether.” What is
essential is merely that beside observable objects, another thing, which is not perceptible, must
be looked upon as real, to enable acceleration or rotation to be looked upon as something real....”
“It is true that Mach tried to avoid having to accept as real something which is not observable by
endeavoring to substitute in mechanics a mean acceleration with reference to the totality of the
masses of the universe in place of an acceleration with reference to absolute space. But inertial
resistance opposed to relative acceleration of distance masses presupposes action at a distance;
and as the modern physicist does not believe that he may accept this action at a distance, he comes
back once more to the ether, which has to serve as a medium for the effects of inertia. But this
concept of the ether to which we are lead by Mach’s way of thinking differs essentially from the
ether conceived by Newton, by Frensnel and by Lorentz. Mach’s ether not only conditions the
behavior of inert masses, but is also conditioned in its state by them”
Albert Einstein, 1920
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APPENDIX F:

Deriving Gravity from Newton’s Law of Inertia

Newton’s 2nd Law relates Force to Mass x Acceleration. This is usually interpreted as applied
to a unidirectional acceleration of a mass wrt to cosmological rest frame (net zero momentum state
of the Hubble sphere). Consequently, reactionary force will be unidirectional. If instead, the
universe is accelerated wrt an at-rest mass, there is, according to Einstein’s doctrine of relative
acceleration, a consequent reactionary force.9 While it is neither practicable nor plausible to
accelerate the universe to test Einstein’s theory, it is possible to measure the effect of cosmological
expansion upon masses. For a spatially dilating sphere, expansion is isotropic. In particular, for the
Hubble sphere, the “a” factor in Newton’s 2nd law of inertia, has the unique value of 4πG, where G
is dimensionally expressed as volumetric acceleration per kg. Thence, the force side of the 2nd Law
can be expressed as ntn/kg if the acceleration side of the equation is likewise expressed per unit kg.
Inasmuch as G relates gravity to a 3-D acceleration field acting upon a -3-D mass, it is consistent that
the mass factor M on the right side of 2nd law be divided by the area of which the field is spread. For
a uniform density sphere of radius r, Newton’s 2nd law reduces to his law of gravity i.e.,

F = Ma —>F/kg = – 4(π)GM/4πr2 = MG/r2 = g

9

Einstein, in his General Theory of Relativity, worked out what properties the universe
must posses to prevent the detection of absolute motion in the case of non-uniform motion....in
short, inertial effects cannot be used to distinguish between the acceleration of a mass wrt the
universe and the acceleration of the universe wrt to an at-rest mass. Understanding Physics
Isaac Asimov Chapter 7 Relativity pp 117-119 Barns and Noble 1993.
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APPENDIX G:

Area Density as an Extension of Mach’s Principle

Academicians following Newton conducted tests to determine the reactionary force created by
accelerated masses. Having no idea how the universe converted {M x a —> F}, they were content
to with useful result as good reason for the rule. Although not the first to register criticism against
Newton’s cavalier disposition of the puzzlement as absolute space, Ernst Mack took the issue of
inertial reaction to a new level of deliberation.10 Herein, Mach’s Principle of inertial dependence
upon cosmological background density is developed to a fully predicative theory. Cogent thereto,
a numerical validation of σU beyond that which has been estimated from Hubble parameters. As
noted by Mach, that Newton’s 2nd law is functionally incomplete, it is also dimensionally incomplete.
To access the effect of a locally accelerated mass upon the universe, we adapt the left side of
Newton’s 2nd Law to portray the F = MU[a2] inertial reactance of the Hubble cosmos. The right side
then represents an F = MB[a1] acceleration perturbation of a specially constructed geometry having
a precisely measurable mass MB. Specifically, the secondary reactionary acceleration a2 is
symbolized as γ and the Hubble mass is denoted as MU, thence both sides of the equation have
identical units. To decode the Hubble in terms of its scalar density impedance, both sides of the
equation are divided by a common area density of one square meter, expressed as pressure P

FU = M U x a 2 = M B x a 1
M 
M 
P =  U2  γ =  B2  a 1
m 
m 
P = [σ U ] γ = [σ B ] a 1
We are now ready to define the geometry of the local body B as a one square meter plane having a
mass of one kg accelerated normal to its surface. Thence:

 a 1  one kg  a1 
=
 
 γ  meter 2  γ 

σ U = [σ B ]

For the particular case of the one kg/m2 plane, reactionary acceleration γ [expressed in units ntn/kg]
will equal primary acceleration a1. Since σU is a property of the cosmos, it will have the same value
(one kg/m2) for all accelerations and all masses as here determined for the special case at hand.

10

There are two ways of measuring the Earth’s spin about its polar axis. One involves observing the rising
and setting of the stars, the other a Foucault pendulum, The two methods give the same answer, which at first sight, d
seems to be of no significance. But for Mach, this result is nontrivial. He read something deeper into the
equivalence – implicit therein, is the essence of the relationship that allows one to express the law of inertia relative
to the background of distant parts of the universe. The measure of inertia, reasoned Mach, depends upon the
existence of the background in such a way, that in the absence of the background, the measure vanishes.
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APPENDIX H

DERIVATION OF G FROM FRIEDMANN’S EQUATION

3H 2
ρu =
4π G

(H-1)

Where ρU is the average Hubble density and H = c/R. The Hubble scale RH is approximately
RH = 1.3 x 1026 meters



 MU 
forρU
Solving for G, and substituting: 
4 3
 πR 
3


[c /R h ]2

c 2 R H Volumetric acceelration
G=3
=
=
MU
Hibble Mass
 4πM u 


3
 [4/3]πRh 

(H-2)

(H-3)

_________

An alternative and frequently useful expression for G is found by substituting the equivalent shell
density radius R for RH. The effective gravity field when the Hubble mass is concentrated in a shell
will be less by a factor of 5/6. For G to have the same value, the effective shell radius would be
reduced by a factor of 5/6. Then:

Hubble Radial dilation
c 2R
cR
c2
G2 =
=
=
=
2
M 2 4πR 2 σ U 4πR 2 σ U
4πσ U

(H-4)

The Hubble Mass-Energy MU will thus exhibit quantitatively as a uniform density 3-sphere of radius
RH = 1.3 x 1026 meters having mass range of 1.75 x 1053 kg. The operative Mass as a shell is in the
range of 1.48 x 1053 kg. Consequently the effective radius R2 is reduced to a value that will yield the
same G2 as G, specifically 1.1 x 1053 kg.
Gravitational Energy of 3 sphere E3 = [3/5]M2G/R
Gravitational Energy of 2 sphere E2 = [1/2]M2G/R
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(H-5)
(H-6)

EXHIBIT I

ONE PAGE EXPOSITION OF GRAVITY AND INERTIA
Blue lines represent global spatial expansion.
Transformation from volume to surface for the
Hubble (gray) and Earth (green) are symbolized by
σU and σE respectively. At the scale R, velocity is
“c.” Volume is accelerating at [Rc2], and the Hubble
radius is dilating at c2/R (also expressed as 4πGσU),
The area density transforms are:
σU = one kg/m2
σE = 1.173 x 1010 kg/m2
One dimension of negative pressure g field educed
by receding σU planes (dotted black). Hubble volume
must be accelerating to create g Forces.

As Richard Feynman long ago observed:“One very important feature of pseudo forces is that they are
always proportional to the masses. The same is true of gravity. In working out the details of GR,
Einstein concluded that acceleration must be relative- ergo, the pseudo force created by an accelerated
mass would be the same if the mass M were at rest in an accelerating universe. Accordingly,
F = Ma —> F/(kg meter2) = MG
Because of immensity of the Hubble scale in relation to the size of objects which populate the
universe, the shell model of the Hubble can be considered as an 4 plane in every direction.
Diametrically opposite planes form a pair (dotted black) which together create a combined inertial area
density σU. In empty space the expansion of the Hubble creates a negative pressure g field c2/R[σU],
hereinafter Gravitational Background Field (GBF). Earth’s mass can also modeled as a area density
shell – the c2/R dilation rate of the Hubble upon σE creates the earth’s ‘g’ field.
PE = [g]σU = [c2/R]σE/2- [c2/R]σE/2

{Net Force = 0 Per Pascal’s Law}

Expanding space sees earth’s mass as a negative pressure sink. Pressure is momentum flow. Influx
momentum [g]σU is required when a real density σE replaces virtual density σU. Most significantly,
however, the virtual scalar density field σU is an essential ingredient of the GBF. A mass ME such as
the earth, is pulled equally in all directions by the c2/R expansion field – the only effect thereof being
the earth’s g field (which is not perfectly isotopic because the earth is not a perfect sphere). That the
earth’s g field is always present, so also lies the subliminal scalar impedance σU upon which GBF
pressure depends. The state of balance with a application of an external acceleration force (red).
PE = [γ]σU = [c2/R + a]σE/2- [c2/R - a]σE/2 —> Therefore: γ[σU] = a[σE]
Unidirectional acceleration [a] applied to ME is opposed by cosmic counter pressure [γ]σU
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APPENDIX J

THE ELEGANCE OF GAUSSIAN GRAVITY

Gravity is an intrinsic acceleration property of “mass energy” most perfectly described by
Gauss’s law of gravitation:
g* = - 4(pi)GM
(J-1)
In words, gravity requires two factors. 1) an inertial factor M (which includes not only the mass
of the atoms comprising a physical body or bodies but also the binding energy (that determines the
physical configuration). M also includes other factors such as the temperature of the body or bodies,
their state of motion, and any relativistic effects resulting from the motion as well as nonlinear effects
such as the energy created by gravity acting upon gravity. In words M is the inertial composite of all
energy within the Gaussian surround.
The 2nd factor that leads to the emergence of a gravitational influx that corresponds to the
apparent attraction of masses for one another, is big G. The beauty of Gauss’s law lies in its simplicity
and the breadth of its applicability. Physically we imagine M as the inertia of everything encompassed
by a Gaussian surround. For the special case of a uniform density spherical mass of radius r the
intensity of the gravity field g on the surface of the sphere is obtained by dividing total gravitational
flux g* by the surface area of the sphere 4(pi)r2, ergo:
g = g*/4(pi)r2 = — GM/r2

(J-2)

In words, Gauss’s law reduces to Newton’s Law for the special case of a uniform spherical
mass. Moreover, Gauss’s law takes into account the effects of both the Special and General Theory
of Relativity to the extent they modify M Gauss’s Law does not explain the value of big **G**, or
does it? Having applied Gauss’s law to a spherical mass within the Hubble, we now imagine a
Gaussian surface coincident with the Hubble manifold, which for a q = -1 accelerating universe,
corresponds to radial dilation rate c2/R at the Hubble surface. This corresponds to
4piG/4(pi)R2

(J-3)

which in turn corresponds to the intensity of the spatial recessional rate at R, then
g = c2/R = 4(pi)GMU/4(pi)R2

(J-4)

where g is the recessional dilation acceleration c2/R and MU is the Hubble mass. Therefore
GMU/R(c2) = 1

(J-5)

Which is sometimes called the “Mystery Ratio” - long studied by Carl Brans and Robert Dicke
(Princeton Institute for Advanced Studies) in their search for a scalar tensor theory of gravity. Why
should the gravitational constant G multiplied by Hubble Mass MU equal Hubble scale R multiplied
by c2. Rearranging reveals:
G = Rc2/MU
(J-6)
That G depends upon R/MU, its temporal constancy is again called into question. Shown elsewhere,
the “Mystery Ratio” is also derivable from Friedmann’s equations. Evidenced herein, the dependence
of inertial M upon Hubble size R and consequently the equivalence of total mass MU with 4πR2[σU].
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We began our effort to relate, gravity, inertia and expansion, harkened
upon the musings of “The Great Explainer.” In closing, we lift out glass one
more time in toast to Richard Feynman, “The Worldly Philosopher.” Taken
from his exposition of Atmospheric Electricity (Chapter 9, Volume II,
Lectures on Physics), he concludes with the following antilogy:
“It has apparently been known for a long time that high objects are struck by lightning.
There is a quotation of Artabanis, the advisor to Zerxes, giving his master advice on
a contemplated attack on the Greeks–during Zerxes campaign to bring the entire
known world under control of the Persians. Artabanis said: See how God with his
lightning always smites the bigger animals and will not suffer them to wax insolent,
while these of a lesser bulk chafe him not. How likewise his bolts fall ever on the
highest houses and tallest trees......so plainly doth he love to bring down everything
that exalts itself.“

Feynman then asks: “Do you think – now that you know a true account
of lightning striking tall trees, you have greater wisdom in advising kings on
military matters? Do not exalt yourself, you could only do it less poetically.”
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